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 Artificial intelligence technologies have revolutionized the field of infor-

mation technology thru the creation of smart devices and programs that 

work and interact like humans. It is related to a field of science that aims to 

provide machines with the ability to perform functions such as logic, plan-

ning, learning, and perception. In this sense, the accounting discipline was 

affected by artificial intelligence in the restructuring of business models and 

business processes. This study aims to debate how (AI) Artificial Intelligence 

affects the Accounting information system (AIS) excellence in Jordanian 

banks. This research is a survey study, and a questionnaire was used for 

data collection. The sample of the study encompasses all the 13 commer-

cial banks in Jordan, the questionnaire was designed based on the Likert 

scale was forwarded to the accountant, managers, and internal auditors at 

the 13 targeted banks. The number of respondents was 278. A reliability 

test, a correlation matrix, and linear regression used by using SPSS 25. In 

light of those results, the study reached several recommendations, includ-

ing the need to enhance the use of artificial intelligence in the banks to 

raise the excellence of the banks, and that the banks' administration should 

assist expert Jordanian systems in acquiring knowledge from the reality of 

knowledge bases systems stored in many areas that support senior man-

agement. In this research, closing discussion is provided for academic 

contribution might help the professionals and academics to carry out and 

improve artificial intelligence steps and AIS in financial sector. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the current era, accounting has witnessed a remarkable development resulting from the develop-

ment of technology, it now uses information and communication technology (ICT) tools to carry out most 

of the accounting tasks, and these tools include audit tool kits, checklists, audit programs (capable of 

analyzing and testing data in depth), and integrated audit oversight units (programming procedures) that 

continuously monitor real data and processing conditions, expert systems, and internal control templates 

that are used Usually identifying system strengths and weaknesses. Artificial intelligence appeared for 

the first time in 1955 in the program Theoric “Theorist”, which was created by Herbert Simon, Allen New-

ell, and John Shaw, and was designed to “imitate human problem-solving skills” (logic theory). During the 
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past twenty years of this program, the other developments in artificial intelligence were flourishing, as 

computer scientists have a better understanding, and storage capacity in computers has increased, 

which has provided a delightful opportunity for accountants and saved them the trouble of searching 

through large amounts of data every day as part of their job. Understand, what made this technique es-

sential online significantly (Palomares et al., 2021).  

With the increase in the economic needs of society, which was accompanied by a rapid development 

in information technology, we reached the golden age of artificial intelligence; the application of this 

technology in the field of accounting has become an inevitable trend, which will lead to significant 

changes in the accounting industry and its development (Luo et al., 2018). The dependence on intelli-

gence applications for its artificial application is mainly due to more than 25 years in the fields of finan-

cial reporting, auditing and other accounting fields (Vlacic, et al., 2021). 

During the past few decades, there has been a gradual technological development aimed at creating 

"artificially intelligent" systems, and the perception of artificial intelligence and its usefulness has been 

the subjects of discussion in academia and business practice, through the introduction of modern tech-

nologies that ultimately achieve radical changes in processes and reorganization all industries make 

substantial investments in these areas (Lin, 2021). The rapid development of artificial intelligence tech-

nology has attracted global attention; because of its great impact on every corner of the world, its impact 

has become noticeable as a simple alternative to human work to a gradual impact on people's daily lives. 

It is expected that the human component will be laid off and most jobs handled by robots in the upcom-

ing years; therefore, the primary accounting practitioners are one of the groups that will be affected by AI 

(Geisel, 2018). 

Despite the dependence of accountants on computers and initial computing for many years ago in 

order to raise the efficiency and effectiveness of their business, technology has not been able to replace 

the knowledge possessed by experts in decision-making and decision-making (Issa, et al., 2016). In other 

words most institutions, especially financial institutions especially banks recently went to automate their 

business to adapt to the competitive environment around them to ensure survival (Oláh et al., 2020).  

Regardless of the significant impact that automation has on speeding up operations, achieving quality 

and reducing costs, this effect remains limited to routine or low-skilled tasks. Therefore, banks have di-

rected to use new technologies such as artificial intelligence that work to implement non-routine cogni-

tive tasks performed by skilled accountants. Through artificial intelligence, companies in all sectors and 

sizes can access the technology that provides accountants and professional business owners with great 

efforts from daily financial and service task. In addition to its ability to use historical experience to know 

possible future effects, artificial intelligence is an entity that carries many positive and negative impres-

sions, and as its benefits multiply, it also has many risks, and these risks are formed in banks for exam-

ple in the manipulations of those systems, especially accounting systems.  However, the benefits of using 

AI outweigh its risks, especially in business applications (Geisel, 2018). it is mainly based on the level of 

artificial intelligence used, and therefore the degree of risk resulting from its use depends on the effi-

ciency of accounting systems with all its components and dimensions, they are what they define and 

contain. In order to fill the gap this study has been conducted to investigate the use of AI on the AIS ex-

cellence Jordanian banks. 

 

 

1. TECHNICAL LITERATURE REVIEW  

 

1.1 Artificial intelligence (AI) 

Artificial intelligence technologies have revolutionized the field of information technology, because 

artificial intelligence is a sub-field of computer science, which allows the creation of smart devices and 

programs that work and interact like humans (Kamble and Shah, 2018). It is a commonly used noun to 

refer to a field of science that aims to provide machines with the ability to perform functions such as 

logic, planning, learning and perception. Although this definition refers in its content to "machines", it can 

be applied and generalized to "any kind of living intelligence", and accordingly, the meaning of artificial 

intelligence can be expanded to include a group of different and interlocking abilities, such as creativity, 
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emotional knowledge and self-awareness (Kitsios and Kamariotou, 2021).  The steady acceleration of 

the evolution of strategic AI leads to the restructuring of their businesses and their models, which sup-

ports the association and overlap of AI with business processes, but the consequences of this adoption 

are still almost unknown (Diener and Spacek, 2021). 

AI is a branch of computer science, concerned with the creation of computer systems that display a 

form of intelligence and its study, in other words, it is "systems that learn new concepts and tasks, and 

can think and draw conclusions", and they can understand an audio language or realize a visual scene 

and perform. Other types of influences that require human intelligence, and artificial intelligence means 

the study of ideas that will form machines capable of simulation in line with the traditional responses of 

humans, given the human ability to intent, think and conclude (Shukla and Vijay, 2013). Haenlein and 

Kaplan (2019) defined artificial intelligence as a machine that understands and interprets sounds and 

languages, works to solve problems, can diagnose medical conditions, control road traffic, play games 

like chess, and imitate impressionist images of paintings. Mostly, its definition of artificial intelligence is 

intended" A system that possesses the ability to perform tasks usually associated with living things. 

Kitsios and Kamariotou (2021) also defines AI as that field of study that depicts the skill of machine 

learning just like humans, and examines the ability to respond to some behaviors also known as artificial 

intelligence While Poola (2017) defines it as developing more sophisticated complex systems that have 

the potential to outdo humans in multiple ways. Payne et al., (2021) stated that artificial intelligence is 

capable of changing human life and almost everything that relates to it, such as economics, manpower, 

wars, communications, health services, privacy, security and even ethics, among others. The AI speciali-

zation has also been considered as an academic field that studies how to create computers and com-

puter software capable of performing and behaving in an intelligent manner. The AI technologies and 

applications have effected the financial sector by changing the way of transactions. However, several 

methods have been carried out to improve the value creation by adopting new technologies and integra-

tion the AI with financial services (Gomber et al., 2018).  

Artificial intelligence is described in four different dimensions. Includes intelligence, research, busi-

ness and programming; Artificial intelligence from a smart dimension requires machines to operate in 

the way humans are expected to perform after research and work (Duan et al, 2018). In this light, artifi-

cial intelligence is defined as the advanced technology used in commercial banks in Jordan, which con-

tributes to managing operations and tasks with more sophisticated and intelligent mechanisms than the 

man who created them and gives them knowledge and sensory ingredients, in order to help them to 

learn automatically and develop themselves. The study relied on a number of dimensions of artificial 

intelligence, which are; 

A. Expert systems (ES) (Kwak et al., 2021; Kerzel, 2021) pointed out that the expert systems as “tech-

niques that work to discover solutions.” for problems that require specialized knowledge and skill, 

the system works in an expert thinking style his skill, and his motivation to imitate them.” Therefore, 

expert systems techniques are different types of approaches. Artificial intelligence (AI), in which the 

components of decision-making and decision-making are recorded. It is a group of artificial intelli-

gence software adopted in the 1980s, reaching a level of expertise capable of replacing human spe-

cialization in a particular area of decision-making; Expert systems are easily and widely used for arti-

ficial intelligence technology. This involves computer programming that simulates the way an expert 

in a particular field thinks (chukwudi, 2018). 

B. Knowledge representation and inference (KRI) (Fraij et al., 2021) stated that It means that the artifi-

cial intelligence system should be artificially capable of adapting to its environment, acquiring 

knowledge that describes this environment, and storing knowledge in a manner that allows a quick 

and adequate response to any stimulus generated by the environment. Briefly, it means the form of 

knowledge representation and the method of obtaining it. The knowledge representation and proce-

dural inference has expressed the ability of smart systems to adapt with its environment, knowledge 

acquisition and storage, ease of reflection and use of time required. Knowledge representation and 

inference is of great importance for intelligent data processing, especially if the volume of data is 

huge or the data itself is complex. In the reality, the ability to solve depends problems with the 

knowledge available in the field, and with the increase in the volume of data, data systems have be-

come contemporary intensive requires intelligent data processing, based on a strong core knowledge 
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representation and the logic used by such systems in the tasks of interpretation and analysis (Are-

valillo-Herráez  et al., 2013).Representation of knowledge and logical inference emerges in the field 

of artificial intelligence interested in how representing knowledge symbolically and automatically pro-

cessing it by means of thinking programs, and it is - informally - part of artificial intelligence that is 

concerned with thinking and how it contributes to intelligent behavior (Greenman, 2017). It also 

shows the role of knowledge representation and logic in achieving interrelationship between human 

knowledge and its representation through computer programming languages (Fraij et al., 2021). 

C. Machine Learning (ML) is defined as a multiplex, multidisciplinary field of development and. research 

that includes various methods from computer science, AI, statistics, and biology. Its submissions to 

the banking sector are being accustomed with the aim of improving services and products for their 

customers (Bertomeu et al., 2021). Machine learning have defined as one of the significant branches 

of artificial intelligence which means automating and improving the process of learning computers 

based on their experiences without being actually programmed, and without human assistance; by 

building first learning models using data and various algorithms, which depend on the nucleus of da-

ta. 

 

1.2 Accounting Information System (AIS) Excellence   

The presence of Accounting Systems has become a must in the current era, particularly in the light of 

the social and economic conditions that the world lives and in the light of the tremendous development, 

this is due to the positive factors provided by these systems that are reflected in the administration and 

its business, and this is what drives all those who work in the economic sectors to adopt the accounting 

system, especially in the banking fields and finance. Technology has contributed to the development of 

financial and banking fields, especially with the spread of communication networks that have contributed 

to linking all furry companies and making the world a small village, which has positively affected the 

speed, reduced costs and the expansion of customers. (Oláh et al., 2019). The administrative systems 

and everyone associated with them need these accounting systems. In order to provide it with financial 

statistics and information through which companies' products are analyzed, and based on this infor-

mation and data companies are taking appropriate actions, and the accounting system has evolved from 

what it was in the past, as in the past, it was a simple notebook in which financial transactions were rec-

orded for the company, and today it has become a system in itself, linked to data analysis and infor-

mation provision thus saving time and contributing to making appropriate decisions, and provides the 

enterprise with reports which clarifies the position of the company in all aspects, including profit or loss 

(Fraij et al., 2021).   

Efficiency is a general term through which everything related to knowledge and skill can be har-

nessed in order to develop a meaningful, successful, and organized scheme for any work, and it provides 

permanent development, which makes the company keep pace with any new activities and skills; There-

fore, competence is considered an advanced element of knowledge and experience, and it must be 

available before any element or factor of development is available. Efficiency makes any institution ca-

pable of producing distinctive and brilliant services through the least available number of resources and 

raw materials, in addition to achieving good progress, and raising the level of the institution in the com-

petition market always along times and days. (Oh and Ko, 2018).  

While (Beg, 2018) defined it as a mixture of people, machines, methods, and skills that come to-

gether to generate data and information for the benefit of work. Many factors and subsystems work to-

gether in one trench in order to illustrate appropriate and correct information that helps the management 

of the institution in taking policies and appropriate administrative procedures in a system. The efficiency 

of the accounting systems has a various dimensions, which are:  

A. Complete Information Collaboration (CIC): An integrated accounting system is a combination of finan-

cial accounting functions united in one application. The substitution of several programs or systems 

aims towards the benefit of the accounting management purposes, for instance, cutting costs and 

eliminating the need of records and books for costing and ordering. The structures of accounting sys-

tems are similar in most companies and institutions, and what distinguishes each company from the 

other is the intent of the transactions that it performs. So, the task of the accounting system is one in 
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every organization; they collect work-related information and data, make it available to all users, and 

promote that with software that meets the needs of the business. (Shaffer et al., 2020) 

B. Complete Information System Linkage (CISL): Information and data are basically made up of several 

parts linked together in order to reach a common goal that has been identified within the works, ac-

tivities and functions described in an environment (Thapayom, 2015). This means that the parts of 

this system were not assembled by chance or in a random way, but rather were collected through a 

deliberate and coordinated interconnection in order to reach the goals pursued by the accounting 

system. The interconnectedness of the accounting information system means, “Increasing the effec-

tiveness of the systems available in the organization, by linking the different functional systems to 

the Internet, and various databases, which contributes to increasing the effectiveness and efficiency 

of the various functional systems by linking them and the exchange of information.”   

C. Accurate Business Information Interpretation (ABII): Accuracy of accounting business means "the 

degree to which the data resulting from the accounting information system is free from errors, and 

these errors are related to the registration and the account." (Ashok et al., 2019) Accuracy is consid-

ered one of the most important criteria for the efficiency of the accounting system, and accuracy in 

the accounting system assumes the absence of any items that have not been clarified and explained 

in revenues and expenditures, and accuracy excludes estimating these items in an exaggerated 

manner, or valuing something at less than its true value, and accuracy requires impartiality when 

displaying data and information. 

D. Quality of Accounting Information Interpretation (QAII): The user has the right to be informed of the 

data and information; so, you must clarify the information and expected actions; so that the user is 

aware, and is using the procedures and measures that suits and benefits him, otherwise this infor-

mation will be useless (Fraij et al., 2021). The quality of the interpretation of the information is es-

sential, fundamental, and imperative as it is linked to making decisions and measures related to 

quality. Not to mention, that users need information and data that meet their needs; because it is re-

lated to what they will take in terms of measures and decisions (Wisna, 2018). 

E. Comprehensive Accounting Information Presentation (CAIP): The quality of accounting information 

presentation means: “Ease of obtaining the report in a timely manner or presenting the information 

under homogeneous headings or in a manner that does not require further explanation and narrow-

ing them when used, and this requires the availability of four characteristics: consistency, impartiali-

ty, timing, and transparency. This principle is one of the most important principles of the efficiency of 

the accounting system, and it means that all information and data contained in the periodic and an-

nual financial reports are correct, truthful, honest, accurate, impartial, and free from fraud, deception 

and error, and the importance of this is reflected in the transactions as they change from time to 

time; that is why the periodic and annual reports should be accurate, honest and other features that 

we mentioned, and this must be a characteristic of all the data, events, transactions and statistics 

contained in it (Bakarich and O'Brien, 2020). 

 

 

1.3 Jordanian Banking Sector  

Pakurár et al., (2019) pointed out that the banking sector began in Jordan after the end of the British 

occupation, when the Central Bank of Jordan was established in 1964. Today, the Central Bank of Jordan 

works to regulate the financial operations of banks operating in Jordan. It is considered an independent 

legal entity owned by the Jordanian government. Its tasks include supervising banks, issuing banknotes 

and currencies, providing liquidity, managing reserves, and maintaining economic stability (CBJ, 2021).   

There are three main types of banks operating in Jordan. There are 13 commercial banks, 4 Islamic 

banks, and 7 foreign banks. It should be noted that the focus of this study is the commercial banks. The 

Jordanian banking sector has developed through its services provided to customers. Banks are working 

to attract customers by increasing the number of their branches to cover geographical locations by creat-

ing a network of branches consisting of 862 branches and 86 offices. Banks tend to use technology 

mainly and increase the number of ATMs in city centers, shopping centers and dynamic locations. Cus-

tomers from withdrawing, depositing, inquiring about the balance, and other banking services (ABJ, 

2021).  
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1.4 Development Hypothesis  

Based on the discussion above, it seems that there is a debate about the effect of AI on AIS excel-

lence. Most of the previous studies indicated that AI (ES, KRI, ML) affect the AIS excellence. Therefore, 

we assume that the AI effect the AIS excellence of commercial banks in Jordan. Consequently, and based 

on the below assumptions, the following hypotheses can be derived:  

H01. There is no significant impact of Artificial Intelligence factors on AIS excellence for complete infor-

mation collaboration. 

H02 There is no significant impact of Artificial Intelligence factors on AIS excellence for complete infor-

mation system linkage. 

H03 There is no significant impact of Artificial Intelligence factors on AIS excellence for accurate business 

information interpretation. 

H04 There is no significant impact of Artificial Intelligence factors on AIS excellence for quality of 

accounting information interpretation  

H05 There is no significant impact of Artificial Intelligence factors on AIS excellence for comprehensive 

accounting information presentation. 

As mentioned earlier, this study will test the impact of AI (ES, KRI, ML) on the AIS excellence (CIC, 

CISL, ABII, QAII, CAIP) in commercial banks in Jordan.  Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework of the 

study variables regarding the independent variables which is the AI while the dependent AIS excellences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Conceptual Model of Artificial Intelligent and AIS Excellence 

Source: Created by author based on (Thapayom, 2015; Graham, 1999), 

 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

  

3.1 Data collection 

It is an adopted questionnaire’ it was distributed to managers and heads of departments at the Jor-

danian commercial banks (this research is a survey study). The number of respondents was 278. The 

questionnaire submitted by email and personally to all the participants. The study is a cross-sectional 

Independent variable: AI Dependent variable:  

AIS Excellence  

 

 

Expert systems (ES) 

 

Knowledge representation and 

inference (KRI) 

 

Machine learning (ML) 

 

Complete information collabora-

tion (CIC) 

Complete information system 

linkage (CISL) 

Accurate business information 

interpretation (ABII) 

Quality of accounting information 

interpretation (QAII) 

Comprehensive accounting infor-

mation presentation (CAIP) 
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one conducted in the first half of 2021. A pilot study was carried out by sending the questionnaire to 35 

managers and accountants who were included in the survey to get their notes and recommendations 

about the questionnaire according to their experience. A Likert 5-point scale was used in questionnaire 

designing. Table 1 shows constructs that will be used to express the independent variables artificial intel-

ligence with its symbol and dependent variables that accounting information system excellences in this 

research 

 

 
Table 1. Selected Artificial Intelligence and Accounting Information System Excellence indexes 

Artificial Intelligence index Ticker 

Expert System ES 

Knowledge representation and inference KRI 

Machine Learning ML 

AIS Excellence Index Ticker 

Complete information collaboration. CIC 

Complete information system linkage CISL 

Accurate business information interpretation ABII 

Quality of accounting information interpretation QAIL 

Comprehensive accounting information presentation CAIP 

 

 

3.2 Measures   

Based on Graham (1999) model, artificial intelligence is measured as an independent variable, 

which contains expert systems (ES), knowledge representation and inference (KRI) and machine learning 

(ML). whereas, the dependent variable is accounting information system excellence which consists of 

complete information collaboration, complete information system linkage, accurate business information 

interpretation, quality of accounting information interpretation and comprehensive accounting infor-

mation presentation (Thapayom, 2015).   

 

 

4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS:  

The sample of this study shows that 53.5% of the respondents are male and 46.4% are female. Fur-

ther, the academic level: it is clear that 56.83% holds a Bachelor's degree, and that 27.33% are holding 

Post Studies, and that 15.82% have obtained diploma. The results indicated that the majority of sam-

ple‘s subjects have Bachelor's which is considered most of the Banks' employees are well educated. The 

study sample by age year's groups: it is clear that 26.97% of the study sample aged less than 29 years, 

and 39.9%, ranging from 30 to less than 40 years, and 19.87%, ranging from 41 to less than 50 years, 

while 13.30% are larger than 50 years. The results indicated that most of samples 'subjects are in the 

middle age. Regarding the Career position distribution the result indicates that accounted for 68.70% are 

Accountant, and 20.14% are head of department and financial managers, while 11.15% are auditors.  
 

Table 2. Sample Charactaristics  

Demographical Data Percentage 

Age 
Male 149 

Female 129 

Educational Level 

Diploma 44 

Bachelor 158 

Post Studies 76 

Age 

25-29 75 

30-40 111 

40 -49 55 

50 and Above 37 

Position 

Accountant 191 

Manager 56 

Auditor 37 
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4.1 Reliability and Validity  

To emphasis, how much the items in measuring the variables are related to each other, the reliability 

test was conducted. The findings indicated that the Cronbach’s alpha values for all scales were greater 

than the minimum acceptable alpha value of 0.60 – 0.70.  This means that the scales used in this study 

were internally consistent of the questionnaire.  As stated to the results of this study, the used 

measurement is reliable, because of the results of alpha equals (0.70) or more, hence, it is accepted 

(Haddad, 2017).  

  
Table 3. The Ratability Test  

Variables Coeficients 

The effect of AI on CIC 0,882*** 

The effect of AI on CISL 0,753*** 

The effect of AI on ABII 0,746*** 

The effect of AI on QAII 0,870*** 

The effect of AI on CAIP 0,888*** 

 

The summary of variables used in this study is presented in Table 4, which consists of the number of 

observations, mean and slandered deviation.  

 

 
Table 4. Descriptive statistics for tested variables 

Variables N Items  Mean Std. Deviation 

Overall AI 278 17 3.8728 0.71324 

CIC 278 5 4.0223 0.73838 

CISL 278 4 4.7761 0.74683 

ABII 278 4 3.4442 0.76801 

QAII 278 6 3.6097 0.85540 

CAIP 278 6 3.9376 0.77601 

 

The results of descriptive statistics show that there are 278 responded questionnaires, the overall 

average for AI records a value of 3.87 with a standard deviation of 0.713, this result indicated that most 

of the sample size is agreed on answering the AI items as follow ES:5, KRI:6, ML:6 items. The overall 

average and standard deviation for CIC record values of 4.02 and 0.738 respectively, this result 

indicated that most of the sample size is agreed on answering the AI items with 5 items of CIC. On the 

other hand, the overall average AI and standard deviation for CISL record values of 4.77 and 0.746 

respectively. That means most of the sample size is agreed on answering the AI items with 4 items of 

CISL. Moreover, the overall AI average and ABII record values of mean 3.44 and standard deviation of 

0.768. That clarified that most of the sample size is agreed on answering the AI items with 4 items of 

ABII. Also, the AI average and QAII record values shows mean of 3.60 and standard deviation of 0.855. 

That explain that most of the sample size is agreed on answering the AI items with 6 items of QAII. 

Finally, the AI average and CAIP record values shows mean of 3.93 and standard deviation of 0.77. That 

implies that most of the sample size is agreed on answering the AI items with 6 items of CAIP. 

 

 
Table 5. The linkage between the variables 

Variables AI CIC CISL ABII QAII CAIP 

AI 1      

CIC .852** 1     

CISL .719** .795** 1    

ABII .693** .637** .606** 1   

QAII .725** .704** .642** .733** 1  

CAIP .798** .794** .718** .657** .778** 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
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The association between the variables is employed and shown in Table 5. The Pearson correlation 

was employed to test the relationship between the AI factors and AIS excellence dimensions.  It can be 

observed that the highest correlation value was 0.852 between AI and CIC; this indicated that there is a 

significant and positive relationship between AI and CIC, meaning that if AI increased by 100%, the CIC 

will increase by 85.2% and if AI decreased by 100%, the CIC will decrease by 85.2%. In the second rank, 

we can notice that the highest correlation value was 0.798 between AI and CAIP; this indicated that there 

is a significant and positive relationship between AI and CAIP, meaning that if AI increased by 100%, the 

CAIP will increase by 79.8% and if AI decreased by 100%, the CIC will decrease by 79.8%. In the third 

level the highest correlation value was 0.725 between AI and QAII; this indicated that there is a signifi-

cant and positive relationship between AI and QAII, meaning that if AI increased by 100%, the QAII will 

increase by 72.5% and if AI decreased by 100%, the QAII will decrease by 72.5%. The next highest corre-

lation value was 0.719 between AI and CISL; this indicated that there is a significant and positive rela-

tionship between AI and CISL, meaning that if AI increased by 100%, the CISL will increase by 71.9% and 

if AI decreased by 100%, the QAII will decrease by 71.9%. Lastly, the correlation value was 0.693 be-

tween AI and ABII; this indicated that there is a significant and positive relationship between AI and ABII, 

meaning that if AI increased by 100%, the ABII will increase by 69.3% and if AI decreased by 100%, the 

QAII will decrease by 69.3%. Finally, the lowest value of correlation was observed between CISL and ABII 

which records a significant probability value of 60.6%. This indicated that when CISL increases by 100%, 

the ABII will also move to the same direction by 60.6% and vice versa.  

In order to explore the impact of artificial intelligence on the AIS excellence in Jordanian Banks, the 

regression analysis was conducted. The results of regression analysis are shown in Table 6. 

 

 
Table 6. Relationships between the study variables AI components on the AIS Excellence Dimensions 

(Constant) 
CIC CISL ABII QAII CAIP 

0.597 0.848 0.556 0.253 0.632 

ES 0.169*** 0.124** 0.193*** 0.197*** 0.171*** 

KRI 0.249*** 0.198*** 0.251*** 0.288*** 0.33*** 

ML 0.462*** 0.429*** 0.301*** 0.379*** 0.353*** 

R2 0.735 0.727* 0.481 0.528 1.932 

Durbin-Watson 1.958 1.983 2.054 1.901 2.68 

VIF values are less than 0.10 for all variables 

*In terms of CIC, the coefficient of determinations (R2) value is 0.735 this implies that on average the variability in the AI factors 

for this research, can explain 73.5% of the variability in the CIC. This means that there is 26.5% are external factors that were 

not included in the model. The Durbin Watson test was employed to investigate the autocorrelation between the variables; the 

value of Durbin Watson showed that there is no autocorrelation between the variables. Furthermore, the variance inflation factor 

is used to test the autocollinearity which shows that all values are less than 10, meaning that there is no autocollinearity.  

*The assumptions for all models were accepted.  

 

 

When employing CIC, the results showed that the ES, KRI and Ml positively and significantly affect 

the CIC, which reported coefficient values of 0.169, 0.249 and 0.462 respectively. Similarly, results 

advocated that ES, KRI and Ml positively and significantly influence the CISL, which showed coefficient 

values of 0.124, 0.198 and 0.429 incrementally. In the same vein, the ES, KRI and Ml positively and 

significantly influence the ABII, which revealed coefficient values of 0.193, 0.251 and 0.301. What's 

more, ES, KRI and Ml positively and significantly influence the QAII that reported coefficient values of 

0.197, 0.288 and 0.379, see Table (6). 

 

 

4.2 Discussion 

The result of the study clearly shows the effect of AI on the AIS excellence in Jordanian banking 

sector. The study showed that expert systems are designed through the use of human expertise in 

handling accounting events and processes, because banking systems cannot perform without human 

power in controlling banking financial policies. On the other hand, expert systems help in obtaining 
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knowledge from the reality of stored knowledge databases. Regarding the knowledge representation and 

inference (KRI) of the Artificial intelligence dimension it allows storing knowledge quickly and adequately, 

and this indicates the efficiency of the accounting systems in Jordanian banks in their speed and storage 

efficiency. On the other hand, knowledge and inferences are represented according to specific criteria by 

the bank, and the reason for this is that knowledge and inferences are acquired from the regulatory 

environment and therefore are not specific. This result is in line with (Thapyom, 2015). 

The machine learning indicates that the systems within the bank update themselves periodically and 

automatically due to the policies. The bank does not tolerate any room for error, so it is programmed to 

occur and automatically save for return. It is referred to when any network error or problem occurs, and 

the systems are linked to each other simultaneously, in an integrated and interactive manner, due to the 

different tasks of each system in the bank, which is consistent with a study (Othmani, 2019). 

Since the efficiency of the accounting systems has occurred and the complete information system 

linkage CISL indicated that, the accounting information must be integrated between the departments of 

banks. Reason that, it depends on the accumulation of information, especially the financial information 

related to deposits and withdrawals, and the essence of the accounting process is in the banks and not 

in the quality of accounting information interpretation.  

 

 

4.3 Implication 

For all we know, the literature does not importantly discourse the synergistic role of AI on AIS 

excellences as strategic mechanisms to enhance the banking sector. This research contribute to the 

academic arena by providing evidence of the connections between AI to improve the AIS excellences. 

Regarding to practical implication, the result highlighted the importance to adopt the usage of artificial 

intelligence in the banks system to raise the excellence of performance on the other hand,  banks' 

administration are  recommended assist expert systems by assisting employees in acquiring knowledge 

from the bases systems storage that support senior management. Diffusion of knowledge and technical 

training for employees is highly recommended to keep improving their skills and performance. 

 

 

5. LIMITAIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH  

In spite of its contributions, the present study like all the research papers has some limitations. First, 

in evaluating and analyzing the effects of AI on AIS efficiency. This study tested the impact of artificial 

intelligence on competence accounting systems in commercial banks in Jordan and excluded Islamic and 

foreign banks, which consider a limitation, therefore. Future research recommended considering a larger 

sample with a broader range of banks (Islamic and Foreign banks).additionally, current study conducted 

in Jordan, other countries may have more or less technology that may draw a new result. Accordingly, it is 

recommended to be tested on different countries.  

 

 

CONCLUSION  

The most commonly used dimensions of AI are ES, KRI, and ML. Questionnaires were adopted to 

measure the effect of AI dimensions on AIS excellence. The results of this study pointed out that there is 

a positive influence of AI on AIS excellence components. The results revealed that the ES, KRI, ML have 

positively influenced the AIS excellence dimensions, which are (CIC, CISL, ABII, QAII and CAIP) in 

commercial banks of Jordan. As a result of the research, it can be stated that AI components systems 

support senior management and help to develop the higher capabilities in taking the appropriate 

decision in order to achieve long-term banking goals. Furthermore, expert systems help managers in the 

planning and decision-making process in the banks. Whereas the artificial intelligence of the banks is 

characterized by the ability to adapt to its knowledge environment. Regarding AIS excellence, the 

technology is considered a cornerstone to the banking sector and its transactions. Therefore, the bank's 

system can automatically address the problems it may encounter and handle logical and programmed 
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accounting errors by relying on the databases. Finally, accounting information systems are linked with 

the financial and administrative systems within the banks, which can easily produce financial statements 

in line with the international financial reporting standard. 
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